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Triboelectrification
You are probably familiar with the effects of static electricity. You may notice that
you occasionally get an electric "shock" from touching a doorknob or another
person. You may have noticed how scotch tape tends to cling to your hand after you've pulled it off of
something, or how styrofoam packing peanuts get stuck all over you and refuse to be shaken off. You may
have used static to stick balloons to your walls or ceiling at a party, without using tape, by simply rubbing
them on your hair or clothes.

What you might not know is that every object, not just those for which we observe static electricity, has a
huge number of electrically charged bits. Every atom has an equal number of negatively charged electrons,
and positively charged protons. There are trillions of each even in something as small as a speck of dust.
But normally, we don't notice this, because when an object has equal amounts of negative and positive
charge, they cancel each other out.

When an object is electrically charged, therefore, it means that this balance has been upset. For example, if I
walk over a rug in rubber shoes, some electrons from the rug tend to stick to the rubber soles of my shoes,
making the rubber have more negative charge and the rug have more positive. If I then touch a metal
doorknob, the extra electrons from my shoes might jump off into it, giving me an electric shock.

Charging something by friction, by rubbing it with something else, is called triboelectrification. Some
materials, like human skin, have only a very loose hold on their electrons; they have a tendency to lose
electrons and become positive. Others, like a rubber balloon, cling tightly to electrons, so that they tend to
pick up more electrons and become negative. The chart below shows where some materials fall on the
spectrum of easily losing electrons versus easly grabbing more. When two are rubbed together, the one
further to the right will end up negative, and the one further to the left will end up positive.

(+) Dry skin Hair Wool Aluminum Cotton Styrofoam Hard plastic Rubber balloon (-)

We recognize electric charges at work because things are either pulled together or pushed apart. Objects
whose charges are opposite in sign will be pulled toward each other, with objects whose charges have the
same sign will push away from each other. Like charges repel; opposite charges attract.

. 1 When I rub a balloon agains my hair, how is the ballon charged? What about my hair?

. 2 If I rub a rubber balloon against an aluminum pie pan, will this cause the balloon to stick to the pan,
or be repelled from it?

. 3 Is it ever possible, just by rubbing two objects together, to give one a charge that will repel the other?
Why or why not?



. 4 I slide down a slide made out of PVC, a type of hard plastic. I am wearing a wool sweater.
a) What sign of charge do my sweater, skin, and hair have when I reach the bottom?

b) What is the sign of the slide's charge?

c) Describe what my hair will do if I am walking around charged like that.

d) What will my hair do if I walk under the slide?

. 5 I rub an aluminum pie pan with a wool cloth. I rub a piece of styrofoam against my hair.
a) What charge does each of the four objects now have?

Wool

Pie pan

Styrofoam

Hair

b) What will I notice if I bring the wool near my head?

c) What if I bring the stryofoam near my head?

d) I try to drop a piece of the styrofoam onto the pie pan, and something weird keeps happening.
What do I notice happening, and why?


